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Angry Robot, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand New Book. Every
civilization has its myths. Only one is true. When eighteen year old Keiko Yamada s father dies
unexpectedly, he leaves behind a one way ticket to Japan, an unintelligible death poem about
powerful Japanese spirits and their gigantic, beast-like Guardians, and the cryptic words: -Go to
Japan in my place. Find the Gate. My camera will show you the way.- Alone and afraid, Keiko travels
to Tokyo, determined to fulfil her father s dying wish. There, beneath glittering neon signs, her
father s death poem comes to life. Ancient spirits spring from the shadows. Chaos envelops the city,
and as Keiko flees its burning streets, her guide, the beautiful Yui Akiko, makes a stunning confession
- that she, Yui, is one of a handful of spirits left behind to defend the world against the most
powerful among them: a once noble spirit now insane. Keiko must decide if she will honour her
father s heritage and take her rightful place among the gods. File Under Fantasy [ Gods and
Guardians - A Father s Secret - Longing for More - Cosmic Reinvention ].
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Complete guide for pdf fans. This really is for all those who statte that there was not a worth looking at. I am just very happy to let you know that this is
basically the very best pdf we have read through inside my own life and may be he greatest pdf for ever.
-- Tevin Nikola us
An extremely awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. I have got go through and so i am certain that i will going to read again once again in the
foreseeable future. I found out this ebook from my dad and i recommended this publication to understand.
-- Ang ela K a ssulke
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